me
To
nicolcorea@optonline.net
me
On Thursday, July 24, 2014 11:11 AM, Charles Lake <considerthis@verizon.net> wrote:

I made a mistake yesterday when I told you I made $810 a month from Social Security disability. I
went to social security this morning and retrieved the documentation which is enclose it states I make
$827 a month.
I never look at the amount that is deposited because it is so minuscule. Please let me know if this
affects anything.
Charles Lake

me
To
nicolacorea@optonline.net
Aug 1
Attorney Carrera,
I'm going to very blunt because I don't believe that my wife and I should've been treated the way you
treated us at the court in Danbury on 7/23/2014.
When I walked into the courtroom you were sitting behind the podium doodling. To my knowledge
you never got up from there and when the judge asked you to take the case your response was very
startling as if you were in another world and that's probably 'cause you were daydreaming.
So when you came out in the hallway to discuss the case with us you said you weren't in the
courtroom. It may be true that you mentally were not in the courtroom but, physically you were.
After filling out the documentation needed for you to get paid the first thing you said me was how
you're going to paid this child support like you're the prosecutor!
Evidently you have your roles reversed, you were assigned by the judge and agreed to be my defense
attorney to help me get through this situation. The judge did not assign you the new prosecutor to
help the state violate my rights even more than they already have been. That's what upset me the

most you would not listen!
And the fact that you did not like getting yelled at, which is what you stated "I've only been here 4
minutes and I don't appreciate you yelling at me" is exactly what you said. We would not been yelling
at you if you would pay attention in the courtroom and you did not come out as a prosecutor instead
of a defense attorney.
So now if you would like to ask the judge to be relieved from the case please let me know.
Otherwise I will break down the two cases so they are very easily understood. However parts of the
Cynthia Layden case does overlap because it was used to show the judge in my divorce that my wife
and I could provide for Charles and Rebecca. That is why the judge ruled as he did.
The biggest Question I have that no one can seem to answer is when a judge orders a custody study
done how long does the state have to start that custody study?
Please get back to me, I also wrote you an email on 7/24/2014 which I have not got a response to and
I don’t want to be doing this last minute.
Respectfully,
Charles Lake

me
To
nicolacorea@optonline.net
Sep 23
Please bring my CD to court on 9/24/2014
Charles Lake

